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Mobility work – tension-flexibility training

A lot of these are "tension flexibility" exercises that train strength, balance, and 
flexibility. Of course, like any bodyweight only movement, those particular exercises can be 
modified to emphasize one quality more than the others while emphasizing the others less. 
Exercises marked with an asterisk aren't strictly "tension flexibility" exercises, but can be used
or modified for that. Lastly, this is not meant to be a comprehensive list. The exercises on this 
list can be ignored or modified as needed, or substituted with others. I have put together a 
YouTube playlist with videos of a number of these exercises and related stretching videos. 
Visit the site below, and click on “Bodyweight training videos”. The stretching video playlist is 
the last playlist on the page. If you are visiting the mobile version of the site, you can find a 
link to the site menu in the top post.
http://www.strengthcalisthenics.com

Strength-led stretches not only help to open up and “oil” the joints, but also train the 
muscles and connective tissues. Passive, especially forced, stretching – while useful in certain 
contexts, such as gymnastics, dance, and martial arts – can potentially lead to injury. It also 
doesn't train the muscles and connective tissues to move the joints throughout their range of 
motion. On the other hand, strength-led / “tension-flexibility” stretches train mobility – the 
ability of the muscles to control the joints throughout their range of motion. Flexibility by 
itself is defined as "the absolute range of movement in a joint or series of joints that is 
attainable in a momentary effort with the help of a partner or a piece of equipment." (Mobility
Training for the Martial Arts, by Tony Gummerson.) All in all, mobility work improves joint 
health.

1. Cossack stretches – called spider stretch, by many gymnasts
2. Progression for pistol squat* (basically one leg squat)

a. Partner assisted one leg squats throughout a full or partial range of motion - go back to 
doing deep, slow split squats if you're not able to do partials yet

b. Self assistance -
i.) Use a sturdy object to sit on in the bottom position of partial squats. Less range of motion is
easier; more R.O.M. is harder - and remember to keep tension throughout the movement.
ii.) Stand on a sturdy object with the working leg and let the non-working leg hang. Be 
prepared to "catch yourself" on the non-working leg if you're still working on the balance 
requirement. Push through the object you're standing on with your working leg and aim to 
straighten the knee, but a partial movement is fine at first with this exercise as well. Steadily 
tighten up on form as you improve your strength with these. Once you feel comfortable with 
these, try to bring the non-working leg to where it is parallel to the ground, during the 
eccentric movement of the squat.
iii) Self assisted pistol squats on the ground - using a sturdy object under your foot or pressing
off of it with the hand that is on the same side as the non-working leg. Higher objects are 
easier, lower objects are harder. Unstable objects also make it harder (basketball, etc.). 
Remember to take it slow and hold very tight tension on the non-working leg. As you improve,
the hamstrings of the non-working leg and the quadriceps of the working leg get a better and 
better stretch.
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c. Wushu squat
d. Transition to wushu squat from Cossack stretch

3. Bridge hold progression.
a. Pulling feet in while in short bridge
b. Tabletop, straight bridge, head bridge, angled bridge
c. Wall bridging, one arm and/or one leg bridge, stand to stand bridge, etc.

4. Cat stretch
5. Twist work
6. Midsection holds (L-sit etc.)
7. Full ROM hanging leg raises
8. Standing partner stretches against a wall.* These are technically passive forced stretching, 
so be careful not to go too far – I kept these on the list since the person being stretched can 
hold tension in the top position of the stretch. The key to not going too far, though, is to only 
stretch as far as feeling mild to moderate discomfort. One can also try a modified version, 
where one leans against flat against the wall and lifts a leg as high as possible in a slow and 
controlled manner, with the goal of locking the knee out.
9. Calf stretches off elevation
10. Lever work on bars
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